


Statements of principle

1. Should only rely on prices with sufficient liquidity in relevant forward timeframe 
― In steady state, delivery period is about 3.5-4.5 years after parameters are set
― We consider related products together with their product family (DA peak, DA off 

peak, RT peak, RT off peak for a given location) 
― We take any open interest (cumulative open positions in relevant products) for a 

gas or electric hub to be indicative of “sufficient liquidity” 
2. Should make use of forwards as much as possible, but only where there is 

corresponding electric and gas forwards
― If unmatched gas & electric forwards, this risks introducing discrepancy between 

gas and electricity basis differentials, with effects on dispatch and E&AS revenues
3. Should map each PJM zone to the gas & electric hubs with the highest observed 

historical price correlation
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Apply basis differential and forecast hourly prices

Two possible methods to forecast basis differential between zone and hub:
1. Calculate historical (2017-2019) price differential between each PJM zone and assigned hub to 

construct basis forecasts for each month, on & off peak, yielding 24 basis differentials for each zone. 
This is the “default” approach.

2. Use prices from long-term FTR auctions to impute implied congestion between hub and zone, likely 
shaping the (annual) prices using (monthly) historical patterns of congestion; calculate historical 
losses between hub and zone; add both to hub price as above. This is the “alternative” approach – we 
are still evaluating whether historical FTR data are reliable, unbiased predictors of congestion

Regardless of method, the next steps are the same:
 Add or subtract basis differential to the monthly peak and off-peak forward prices for the relevant zone
 Use historical price patterns to shape forecasted prices, using ratio of hourly price to monthly average 

on/off peak price in historical period, and applying to future prices
 This differs somewhat from PJM Manual 15 (section 12.5), which indicates hourly basis ratios should be 
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Example of principle 2

If unmatched gas & electric forwards, this risks introducing discrepancy between gas and electricity basis 
differentials, with effects on dispatch and E&AS revenues. Example:

Zone A Zone B

Gas price: $2/MMBtu based on forwards for 
Zone A

Electricity price: $50/MWh based on forwards 
for Zone A

Gas price: $1.90/MMBtu based on forwards 
for Zone B

Electricity price: $55/MWh based on 
forwards for Zone A plus historical congestion 
& losses between Zones A and B

Issue: due to economics of a zone, the 
forecasted prices above may be 
fundamentally incompatible with each other
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